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the film starts with a good premise and builds up to an inevitable climax with an edge, but is way too long, leaving out a lot of crucial details that would have made the story believable. i did like the initial scenes between the female boxer and the male boxer. the female boxer's passion was so obvious that you could feel her pain
when she lost the bout. i would have liked to have seen more of her hard work though, as her character seemed to be a non-entity in the movie. the story is set in the dark, murky world of south indian boxing, and is most likely to appeal to a male audience. and the female boxer was a rare sight in the days when i used to watch

the movie. there are other issues too. the female boxer wears a hijab. i don't know whether this was meant to be a political statement, but it made me really uncomfortable. the male boxer was more presentable in terms of dress, but i didn't really get the reason for the female boxer's hijab, as there was no visible sign of
oppression on her. the story is fairly predictable, and the characterisation is not very strong. all the same, the film was fun to watch. i liked the music and the background score. the editing was good and the fight sequences were well choreographed. a decent south indian action movie, with a modern spin. worth watching. it's the

perfect summer movie and on top of that it is also entertaining and makes you feel the pain of being a survivor. only the movie falls short of being a classic. it's a bit long and in a few scenes, the film wanders a bit, but it still makes for a good summer movie.
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uttaravakulu(mamma) is about 2 boxer-brothers who get to the top of the boxing world. theirs a deep bond with their mother they never knew. that is more than enough, for the movie to mean anything. director- actor-activist-boxer madhavan narrates in voiceover how a good boxer should behave. the dude's got balls. he pulls
no punches with his truth. don't swallow it hook, line and sinker. if you liked bajrangi bhaijaan, you'll like this. a joy to watch. an inspired casting of ritika singh and madhavan. the screenplay by sudha kongara, is very clever in that it uses boxing as the catalyst to highlight casteism. the director has a keen eye for talent and the

lead cast, madhavarajan, s kalyan and soundarya rajinikanth are very likable. those who have seen chennai express will find the film very familiar as the idea is a tight retelling of that film. the film is so full of stars and camera work that it's a bit hard to connect with the story. buoyed by the ticket sales of his last film, irudhi suttru
(the snob), madhavan looks relaxed in this adventure sports drama. he plays a boxer who desperately wants to make it big. the film is shot on location in countries like brazil and india and is set in the boxing world we know well. madhavan shows some wonderful physical prowess in the film and is the perfect operetta for ritika
singh (you'll find yourself humming the title tune). with this film, "making it" to madhavan means removing the film's subject from the boxing ring to a silencer and having him hum the tune. it's a far more effective use of his skills than the song-and-dance gags that were his trademark in earlier films. madhavan, perhaps more

than any actor in recent memory, makes me say, "you're as good as it gets". i'd say, "who'd have thunk it?" too. the script, like chennai express, needs less wham-bam-thank-you-ma'am. 5ec8ef588b
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